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Hi,
I wanted to check this issue on the forum before I reported it as a bug. I'm using various GIT builds of
Kdenlive 0.9.3 and I can't seem to get the titling effects to work as I would expect. If I just do static
titles then everything works as expected, if I try the 'typewriter' effect then when I import the
created title on to the timeline it will only type the first letter, if I go back and open the title dialog
again and simply highlight my title and click 'OK' then the typewriter effect displays on the timeline
when previewing but then the letters are typed sporadically and often the words are not completely
typed in the Rendered project even when the title is plenty long to accomodate the number of
letters.
Usng the 'blur' effect shows the blurring in the title preview window but then nothing at all displays
when previewing the timeline in the project monitor. I'm slowly warming up to Kdenlive and using it
alongside my beloved Cinelerra but these titling issues are killin'my buzz...
Does anyone else see this? For the record I'm using MLT from GIT and the title module in MLT builds
fine with no complaints.
Any advice appreciated, if this is a bug I'd like to get it reported ASAP.
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